Freestylerz, Gteam Head Coach Position
Purpose:
The expectations below are in addition to the regular coaching duties of the Head Coach:
-

-

-

-

-

Be at the designated meeting spot 20 minutes before the scheduled athlete arrival time.
- Set up or assist with setting up meeting spot. Duties may include setting up tents,
flags, tables etc.
- Ensure all athletes are in their correct groups so groups may leave promptly for
training.
- Keep track of coaches arriving. Support groups if coaches are late. Notify Wade
if there are coach ‘no-shows’.
- Host morning coaches meetings prior to each coaching session to ensure
coaches have all information necessary to perform at their best.
- Ensure coach radios are handed out ea. morning and returned at end of day
Discuss expectations with coaches regarding coach conduct as needed. Work closely
with Wade and Program Coordinator in taking appropriate action should the performance
of any coach be inadequate.
Monitor performance and professionalism of all coaches within the respective program.
Ensure all coaches are following session plans in order to provide a full spectrum of
training to athletes.
Maintain regular communication with Wade. Note challenges or barriers to efficient
operation of the programs and groups.
Act as the main point of contact for all coaches (FZ or GT) during coaching sessions and
throughout the season.
Ensure sufficient coach numbers are at each coaching session. This requires some
planning ahead to know what coaches will be away or present each day.
In the event of a coach being unable to coach, the Head Coach will assist in scheduling
a suitable cover coach.
Provide weekly reviews to Wade on coaching sessions.
Play a key role in building athlete groups. Working closely with Svin to develop and
maintain excellent group dynamics.
Responsible for building and maintaining an effective YTP. Work with Svin, Hayden and
Wade as needed to ensure alignment with Comp, Dev, Big Mtn skill development
pathways.
Lead competition simulations and group coaching sessions as needed. Take the
commanding role to ensure goals, standards and safety protocols are met.
Assist in facilitating mid and year-end athlete reviews.
Ensure coaches templates are sent out as per YTP
Maintain routine communication with coaches to ensure all coaches know general plans
for the upcoming week(s).
Ensure all coaches have the required information to send out updates on the general
group plan for the following week.
Attend pre-season coaches training sessions.
Assist in year-end coaches performance reviews

